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DOC
Let’s connect ourselves again to the real world

The magazine rack DOC reflects the computer file, suggests a return to paper and invites 
us to review the importance of the digital world in our daily lives. 

PIPELINE
Stay connected 

with the city
Inspired by the urban city,     
PIPELINE diverts the visible 

pipelines we see in the streets 
and creates a dialogue 

between the inside and the 
outside. This concrete vase 

allows an unexpected coexis-
tence of nature and the city. 
This offbeat, decorative idea 

creates the illusion to be direc-
tly connected to city water.



GRAY
MATTERS
Expand your knowledge
Born as the result of a reflection 
about the concrete and gray matter, 
these bookends consist of two hemis-
pheres of the human brain and they 
materialise our thoughts.

GRAY MATTERS displays the extent of 
our knowledge.

NUCLEAR 
 PLANT
Green will change 
the scenery
Directly inspired by the cooling 
towers of the nuclear plants, the 
iconic figures of nuclear energy, 
NUCLEAR PLANT opts for an artistic 
misappropriation when it shows clean 
values and puts the energy transition 
in the middle of our daily concerns. Its 
intentions are displayed with convic-
tion and nevertheless remain gentle. 
Nature reclaims its rights.
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We are fascinated by the various technical and 
visual possibilities of this material and for 
the past 5 years, we have been putting a lot 
of effort in the creation of a unique kind of 
concrete, especially developed for the production 
of furniture. Our concrete is reinforced 
with metal wires and fibres, which allows 
the concrete to have a very reasonable 
weight. Our concrete is resistant to all forms 
of daily aggressions and is easy to main-
tain inside the house as well as outdoors. 

We take a special care of the finishing, which 
has to respect the particular concrete grains 
and provides a soft and nice touch or a 
raw roughness of formwork, depending  on 
the intentions of the designer. Since we control 
all the technical features of concrete, we are 
able to enrich our ranges with sophisticated 
shapes who enhance the unique character of 
concrete and everything that surrounds it.

LYON BETON 
is specialized in the design and      

production of concrete furniture 
and recently started developing     

decorative objects in collaboration         
with artists and designers from                  

the city of Lyon (France). 

“Our ambition is to propose 
something different to all those 

people in search of peculiar objects. 
Due to the combination of creativity,         

aestheticism and common sense, 
our ranges offer a discrete though         

assertive presence.”

LYON BETON EUROPE - SHOWROOM
Lise Dubost : +33 (0)4 74 07 97 91

lise@lyon-beton.com / www.lyon-beton.com
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LYON BETON USA - SHOWROOM
Xavier Dufour : +33 (0)6 09 15 63 72

xavier.dufour@pearlink.net / www.lyon-beton.com
220 Elm St High Point, NC 27260, USA

LYON BETON - MEDIA CONTACT
Joanny Provent : +33 (0)6 21 80 38 65

joanny.provent@lyon-beton.com
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DB-09106.2 flower pot
Dia. 12.48’’ 

H. 12.60’’
- 31.7 cm
- 32 cm

DB-09108 bookends
L. 6.30’’ 

W. 5.31’’
H. 4.53’’

- 16 cm
- 13.5 cm
- 11 cm

DB-09107S magazine rack
L. 13.78’’ 
W. 7.87’’

H. 11.61’’

- 35 cm
- 20 cm
- 29.5 cm

DB-09105M single stem vase
L. 9.65’’ 

W. 4.33’’
H. 25.39’’

- 24.5 cm
- 11 cm
- 64.5 cm

DB-09105L single stem vase
L. 6.10’’ 

W. 4.33’’
H. 34.25’’

- 15.5 cm
- 11 cm
- 87 cm

DB-09105S single stem vase
L. 6.10’’ 

W. 4.33’’
H. 16.73’’

- 15.5 cm
- 11 cm
- 42.5 cm

Bertrand Jayr, a young artist from 
the City of Lyon, enjoys giving ina-
nimate objects a voice. Lyon Béton 
was touched by his artistic approach 
and charmed by the visual and se-
mantic quality of his creations. This 
is why Lyon Béton entrust him with 
its first range of 100% concrete ob-
jects. Bertrand Jayr adds poetry, 
humor and singularity to objects 
who are so often deprived of these 
qualities. Due to its knowledge and 
experience, Lyon Béton gives this 
designer the opportunity to give life 
to his creations and ensures their de-
velopment without betraying their 
intentions.

DB-09104 toilet paper shelf
L. 29.13’’ 
W. 3.94’’
H. 6.69’’

- 74 cm
- 10 cm
- 17 cm

CLOUD by Bertrand Jayr

NUCLEAR PLANT by Bertrand Jayr GRAY MATTERS by Bertrand JayrDOC by Bertrand Jayr

PIPELINE by Bertrand JayrPIPELINE by Bertrand Jayr PIPELINE by Bertrand Jayr



D-09045/90x60 coffee table
L. 35.43’’ 

W. 23.62’’
H. 7.87’’

- 90 cm
- 60 cm
- 25 cm

D-09046 TV bench
L. 59.06’’ 

W. 17.72’’
H. 12.20’’

- 150 cm
- 45 cm
- 31 cm

D-09075 storage cube
L. 13.11’’ 

W. 13.11’’
H. 13.11’’

- 33.3 cm
- 33.3 cm
- 33.3 cm

D-09045 coffee table
L. 51.18’’ 

W. 27.56’’
H. 9.84’’

- 130 cm
- 70 cm
- 25 cm

DL-09084 bench
L. 59.06’’ 

W. 13.78’’
H. 17.72’’

- 150 cm
- 35 cm
- 45 cm

D-09074 storage cube
L. 26.65’’ 

W. 13.11’’
H. 13.11’’

- 67.7 cm
- 33.3 cm
- 33.3 cm

D-09020 TV bench
L. 59.06’’ 

W. 17.72’’
H. 15.75’’

- 150 cm
- 45 cm
- 40 cm

DL-09061 stool
L. 16.54’’ 

W. 12.60’’
H. 17.72’’

- 42 cm
- 32 cm
- 45 cm

D-09073 storage cube
L. 40.16’’ 

W. 13.11’’
H. 13.11’’

- 102 cm
- 33.3 cm
- 33.3 cm

DL-09042/40 bench
L. 59.06’’ 

W. 15.75’’
H. 15.75’’

- 150 cm
- 40 cm
- 40 cm

DL-09109 dining chair
L. 18.5’’ 

W. 16.73’’
H. 29.92’’

- 47 cm
- 42.5 cm
- 76 cm

D-09073/75 storage combo
L. 40.16’’ 

W. 13.11’’
H. 40.16’’

- 102 cm
- 33.3 cm
- 102 cm

d’Hauteville 
by Julie Legros & Ateliers HLB 



D-09017/40 coffee table
L. 51.18’’ 

W. 27.56’’
H. 15.75’’

- 130 cm
- 70 cm
- 40 cm

DL-09010AG coffee table
L. 27.56’’ 

W. 27.56’’
H. 11.81’’

- 70 cm
- 70 cm
- 30 cm

DL-09035WR stool&roll
L. 15.75’’ 

W. 15.75’’
H. 17.72’’

- 40 cm
- 40 cm
- 45 cm

D-09010A coffee table
L. 27.56’’ 

W. 27.56’’
H. 11.81’’

- 70 cm
- 70 cm
- 30 cm

D-09023 coffee table
L. 51.18’’ 

W. 27.56’’
H. 11.81’’

- 130 cm
- 70 cm
- 30 cm

D-09059 console
L. 51.18’’ 

W. 13.78’’
H. 31.50’’

- 130 cm
- 35 cm
- 80 cm

D-09026 coffee table
L. 35.43’’ 

W. 35.43’’
H. 11.81’’

- 90 cm
- 90 cm
- 30 cm

DL-09042/40G bench
L. 59.06’’ 

W. 15.75’’
H. 15.75’’

- 150 cm
- 40 cm
- 40 cm

DL-09009LGV stand
L. 11.81’’ 

W. 11.81’’
H. 39.37’’

- 30 cm
- 30 cm
- 100 cm

D-09041 coffee table
L. 39.37’’ 

W. 39.37’’
H. 14.96’’

- 100 cm
- 100 cm
- 38 cm

DL-09060 dining table
L. 78.74’’ 

W. 39.37’’
H. 29.53’’

- 200 cm
- 100 cm
- 75 cm

DL-09112 bar chair
L. 18.5’’ 

W. 16.73’’
H. 37.40’’

- 47 cm
- 42.5 cm
- 95 cm

d’Hauteville 
by Julie Legros & Ateliers HLB 



D-09103-MP-002
L. 15.75’’ 
Th. 1.57’’
H. 15.75’’

- 40 cm
- 4 cm
- 40 cm

D-09102-HA-002
L. 27.56’’ 
Th. 1.57’’
H.19.69 ’’

- 50 cm
- 4 cm
- 70 cm

D-09102-BK-013
L. 27.56’’ 
Th. 1.57’’
H.19.69 ’’

- 50 cm
- 4 cm
- 70 cm

D-09103-DP-003
L. 15.75’’ 
Th. 1.57’’
H. 15.75’’

- 40 cm
- 4 cm
- 40 cm

D-09103-DP-005
L. 15.75’’ 
Th. 1.57’’
H. 15.75’’

- 40 cm
- 4 cm
- 40 cm

D-09099-DP-001
L. 11.81’’ 
Th. 1.57’’
H. 9.45’’

- 30 cm
- 4 cm
- 24 cm

Technical specifications 

Printing on concrete board. 
Fine art quality.
Made under the artist supervision

Available formats

 9.45x11.81’’/24x30cm (Th. 1.57’’/40mm / Weight: 6.61lbs/3kg) 
12.99x37.40’’/33x95cm (Th. 1.57’’/40mm / Weight: 29.98lbs/13.6kg) 
15.75x15.75’’/40x40cm (Th. 1.57’’/40mm / Weight: 10.58lbs/4.8kg) 
19.69x19.69’’/50x50cm (Th. 1.57’’/40mm / Weight: 16.76lbs/7.6kg) 
19.69x27.56’’/50x70cm (Th. 1.57’’/40mm / Weight: 21.83lbs/9.9kg)

URBAN FRAGMENT
 
With this new street fragment 
collection, Lyon Béton and 
Bertrand Jayr offers you a new
experience with a new printing 
medium : the concrete board, 
mineral and decidedly urban !
The inspiration remains the same, 
drawing its source  and vocabu-
lary in the randomness  of  the
urban landscape and the alter-
native culture that it generates: 
street art.

Beyond the conceptual approach, 
Lyon Béton has developed this 
collection for the plastic interest
that the concrete board repre-
sents. Indeed, contemporary illus-
tration or photography are both
enhanced by the inherent imper-
fections of the material (pores, 
asperities, variations of colors …).

BALLON IN PARIS by Birdy Kids WILD by Morgan Paslier

FOULE by Delphine Perret METRO by Delphine Perret NUAGE by Delphine Perret

ROUGE PLEUR by Design Hagen

MUCH MORE

graphics
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